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Programs Would Be Axed, Lubbers’ Pay Reduced, If Plan Passes
Twenty

One Veep Would Be Cut

by Steven Verburg

M IN O R IT Y STU D EN TS WERE RESPONSIBLE for a crowded student tenate meeting, on Dec. 1, where their
grievances were discussed w ith Provost Glenn Neimeyer and the Student Senate, (photo by John S. Wanat)

Black Students Balk at Demise
o f College M inority Affairs Office
by Mike Hillard and Steven Vcrbtirg
About sixty minority students
spoke out at a Student Senate meeting
Dec. 1 to disapprove of the elimina
tion of the Office of Minority Affairs
under a budget reduction plan by
Provost Glenn Niemeyer.
The section of the document
written by Niemeyer that caused the
outpouring
of
concern
stated:
"Student support services will be re
duced or eliminated in several areas
that will have the least impact on the
majority of our students.”
It also said that the responsibility
for minority affairs programming
would be re-assigned to a Student
Services staff member.
Niemeyer said the details of the
action taken on minority affairs,
which aren i final yet, will be handled
by the Student Affairs Office.
Many black students protested the
wording of the document, and the
threat to the status of the Minority
Affairs Office.
Afro-American
Association
President Roger Triplett called for a
show of concern in the form of letters
to Deans and administration officials,
because minorities will be most
severely affected by a change in the
status or loss of the Minority Affairs
Office.
In response to a question Niemeyer
said he would not be satisfied if ser
vices to minority students were de
creased.
Dean of Student Affairs Richard
Mchler said in a interview Tuesday
that Harriet Singleton, a black staff
member of ti c Career Planning and
Counseling Center, would coordinate
services to minority students in add
ition to her other duties, some of
which already include work with
minorities.

Holland Buses
Are Victims
If you happen to be an avid bus
rider from Holland, your bus riding
days are about over. As of the end of
this Fall semester, the bus service to
Holland will be discontinued due to
severe budget reallocations and
reductions.
Also the anticipated
number of riders has not developed
during the past year and a half and
there is no indication that riders will
increase to a level which would sup
port the route.
Kathy Sullivan, of the Student
Affairs Office, said anyone needing
assistance with carpooling or advise
about how to form a van pool, should
contact her and she will be glad to
give you a hand. Ms. Sullivan’s office
is in the Campus Center and the phone
estenoon is 596.

thinks they will be "as good or better”
under the new arrangement.

Singleton, as coordinator, would
refer students with problems to the
appropriate office of the college.
This plan has been developed by a
number of Mchler’s staff members and
several leaders of black student organi
zations. Mchler said the group would
meet again on Monday to '•orlop rH«
plan futher.
Mehler said despite the show of
concern at the Student Senate meeting
that he has not “heard what service
they feel would be missing" under the
new arrangement.
“ I think they feel there is a lack oi
commitment to maintain the level of
services," Mehler said.
Retaining the current level of
service “may not be possible because
of cuts being made campus-wide,”
according to Mehler.
He says he

At the Student Senate meeting
Monday, Senator Fred Garrett said
“We realize that it is easy for minority
students to get lost in the shuffle"
during a college-wide reorganization.
Under the new plan, “we would
have to go to five or six people to get
a problem solved," one student com
plained.
"Before, there was one
person, and that person was there all
the time.”
Another student sa*d she felt Grand
Valley is recruiting black students
under “false pretenses” if it does not
have an office of minority affairs.
Neimeyer said "the institution re
mains concerned about n.-.iority
students."

Technical A spect Fall

Artists Also Unhappy
by Steven Verburg
At the Student Senate meeting
several students from the Performing
Arts Center also voiced their concern
about the elimination of the center.
"There is no way you can study
theatre without having performance,”
said Lisa Kinsinger.
“How are our technical classes go
ing to be taught by academic faculty,”
Kinsinger asked.
Provost Glenn Niemeyer acknow
ledged the importance of performance
as a part of academic theatre.”
"We have to have performance,
albiet on a smaller scale," Niemeyer
said.
This deletion, Niemeyer wrote,
"will reduce significantly our offcampus theatre performance program,
in addition to a substantial reduction
in the PAC-related dance program."
PAC’s music and academic theatre
function will be retained in the College
of Arts and Science.
Micheal Birtwhistle, director of
theatre for the PAC, says he is un
happy with the decision, and hopes
he can successfully appeal it.
In the meanwhile, he says. “I just
want people to understand what is
happening so that in two years people
don't say. ‘Oh my god, did we do
that?’”
He says it is “unconscionable” for a
liberal arts college to eliminate its per
formance offerings.
Birtwisde sees the demise of PAC as
evidence of Grand Valley’s “ weaken
ing committment to liberal arts.”
He says deletion of performance
will leave GVSC’s increasing focus os
non-liberal arts courses in keeping with
national trends.
Birtwistle acknowledged that PAC
classes had low enrollments this year,
but —id this was caused by the doting

of Thomas Jefferson College and the
fact that few TJC arts students stayed
at Grand Valley contrary to expecta
tions of GVSC administrators.
Birtwistle said it would take at least
two years to rebuild enrollment in ex
pressive arts.
Niemeyer said that courses in PAC
scheduled for Winter semester would,
with a few exceptions, go on as
planned.

Twenty professors and more than
thirty other employees would be cut
from the college payroll under plans
submitted by GVSC's top administra
tors to cut $828,000 from the budget.
The proposals, if approved by the
Board of Control Dec. 19, would
eliminate one of the college’s vicepresidents, the Performing Arts
Center, the Center for International
Studies, and the Minority Affairs
Office.
In a Nov. 25 memorandum
President Arend Lubbers outlined
plans for reorganizing Grand Valley to
cut administrative costs. He also an
nounced his $55,100 annual salary
and $15,000 annual retirement benefit
would be cut by $5,500. Lubbers’
two remaining vice-presidents’ salaries
would be reduced from their current
$50,000 level by $2,750.
Also on Nov. 25, Provost and Vicepresident for Academic Affairs Glenn
Niemeyer announced his recommenda
tions to cut the Center for Emergency
Services in addition to thirteen faculty
positions in the College of Arts and
Science, six in William jaint-s College,
and one in Kirkhof College.
The deans of the respective colleges
are expected to announce which pro-

The texts of the memos from
President

Lubbers

and

Provost

Niemeyer outlining their proposals
for cutting the college's budget are
found on pages seven and eight.

fessors will be laid off at the end of
this week.
"These are d.fficult times for all
state services, particularily for higher
education," Lubbers said.
“Grard
Valley, like other state-suppor ed
colleges in Michigan, is undergoing
many changes in an effort to achieve
even greater economies while main
taining quality academic programs.”
Lubbers said the plan would have
little impact on course offerings for
the winter semester, lie also indicated
that a mid-year tuition hike, curently
being considered by several other
state-supported institutions, is not in
the works at Grand Valley.
The latest budget reductions,
together with a $769,000 cut
approved by the Board of Control in
October, brings total reductions for
the 1980-81 fiscal year to nearly $2
million.

The cuts represent almost ten per
cent of GVSC’s anticipated $20.3
million budget.
Provost Niemeyer plans to make
cuts deeper than the immediate
crisis makes necessary.
“There cuts," Niemeyer said, "will
prepare us to establish a margin for
further potential cuts by the state, pre
pare us for a potential salary (increase)
and allow for appropriate reallocation
to enable Grand Valley to strengthen
and expand its academic programs to
meet the needs of the 80’s.”
At a meeting of the faculty Salary
and Budget Committee Tuesday,
Niemeyer said "no one knows if there
will be reallocation funds available"
because of uncertainties in the level of

continued on page
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Student
Budget Forum
Slated for Today
"What Will Wc Get For Our Tui
tion Dollars?" is the topic of a
Whistlestop meeting scheduled for
noon Thursday in the main lounge
of the Campus Center.
All students are invited to dis
cuss the current college budget
cuts, according to Student Senate
President Lenore Knox. Questions
about what will be cut will be
answered.
Students will be encouraged to
offer their own solutions to the
current problems, and the pos
sibility of a tuition strike will
discussed.

C A S Profs H ot

Faculty Tempers Flare
by Susan Collins
Tempers flared during a College of
Arts and Science (CAS) senate meeting
Monday at the prospect of firing
tenured
and long-term-contracted
faculty in order to provide money to
“reallocate” to other areas of the
college. Faculty members argued with
President Lubbers that the admin
istration is firing individuals, so they
can hire more persons in other pro
gram areas.
Many faculty members suggested
that the budget crisis is being used to
implement a reorganization within the
college.
Thirteen CAS professors are due to
be laid off as part of Grand Valley’s
budget reduction.
Anthony Travis, a CAS history
professor, said, “There is a problem in
my mind of using the budget crisis as a
battering ram for reallocation.”
Travis and others claimed that any
reallocation which occurred after
faculty lay-offs would violate guide
lines established by the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP). The association recognizes
tenure as a protection for academic
freedom.
One of the association
guidelines says that “if the institution,
because of financial exigency, termin
ates appointments, it will not at the
same time make new appointments
except in extraordinary circumstances
where serious distortion in the
academic program would otherwise
result."
David Huisman, president of Grand

Valley’s chapter of the AAUP, said
that administrators have yet to prove
such circumstances exist.
Grand Valley’s personnel policy is
not consistent with the AAUP guide
lines. It allows for lay-off of tenure
faculty in the presence of a declared
financial emergency. It docs not deal
with the question of reallocation.
If Grand Valley fails to adhere to
the AAUP guidelines, the college can
be censured by the association; the
college will be publicly placed on a
“black list.” This results after a pre
liminary investigation by the local
chapter and another investigation by
the national organization.
Huisman said an investigation is a
possibility; however, he refrained to
make any committment until all the
facts are known.
“We’re looking very closely at the
situation measuring the facts against
the stated policies,” Huisman said.
Lubbers responded to the possi
bility of censure by saying, “ I choose
to deal with that problem when it
comes.”
Another major complaint from
faculty members was lack of com
munication between faculty and ad
ministration in the budget cuts.
“Some individuals are being left out
of decisions that affect them very in
timately.
More importantly, some
basic issues are being kept in the back
ground and I’m referring to the
reallocr.tion," Huisman commented.
“We don’t know what’s going on,’’

continued on page 3

William James Student Opens Own Bookstore
by Becky Burkert
Grand Valley is lacking ‘something’. So says Suzanne Zack, a senior of
William James College. That ‘something’ is a book store.
A book store? Doesn’t Grand Valley already have one? Well, according
to Zack, yes and no.
"The book store has a lot of things to buy,” said Zack, "but there arc
things that it doesn’t have, such as some art and photography supplies, photo
paper, film (for special photography equipment), and other things like that
Zack also cited another problem of the book store and other stores in gen
eral: a formal atmosphere.
“You go into a store,” said Zack, "and it’s like they’re saying, ‘you’re here
to buy something’ or ‘we are going to follow you around because we think
you’re shoplifting’. I don’t want people to feel that way. I want them to feel
free to come in the store and look around.”
The store, called The Book Bank, located next to Farmer Johns’ on M-45,
opened Wednesday, Nov. 19. But, it has been a long time effort for Zack.
For one thing, Zack has done most of the work necessary for starting a
business by herself, and from looking at the small, energetic brunette, one
wonders how. Zack wonders too, saying, " I ’m amazed."
The whole idea of having a store started about a year ago, when Zack
would drive past the empty building standing next to Farmer Johns’. An idea
formulated in her mind to start a store, and one year later, in October, Zack
leased the building and now it’s like a dream come true.
“I’m graduating soon and 1 know some people that have started busi
nesses,” said Zack, who is a media major, specializing in video film.
Some people may wonder what majoring in media and starting a book
store have in common, but for Zack, the store is a part of her dream.
She explained further by saying: “I have this far off dream of starting a
production company. But that takes a lot of work. This is a stepping stone.
I am learning not only the technical aspects of owning a store, but I’m learn
ing the managing of it- You know, dealing with business professionals- And

I’m very pleased because 1 am talking with them and getting results. The
dealers like the location of the store and in general, I’ve had very good re
sponses. Of course, after winter break, things will start picking up. For in
stance right now, because I’m so busy getting set up, my hours for the store
will be Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday from 12-6:00 p.m. or whenever
you drive by and see lights on.”
"My main goal,” Zack continued, “is to learn from this and then move in
to something else.”

continued on page 7
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Lanthorn Editorials

Grand Valley’s Choices Are Becoming Fewer and Fewer
by Sandy Freed

Tuition Hike Could Call the
Corn on Home

The following letter

written Tier /

Dear President Lubbers,

It’s with great reluctance that I write this
letter, for I realize the pressure you are under
Nonetheless, 1 am dismayed and mgered at
the budget proposal put forth to you by Pro
Still, despite its remote geographical location Grand Valley has managed to
vost Niemeyer. To delete the Center for Inter
survive because it is unlike any other college in the state. Grand Valley isn’t
national Studies (CIS), Performing Arts Center
just a third rate MSU or a second rate Western; it offers an alternative in its
(PAC) and cut 25 percent of William James
cluster of colleges, in its varied educational approaches and course offerings.
College’s faculty is, at least, shortsighted, inap
This proposal
In the most recent round of budget cuts, the cluster was retained. This is a propriate and questionable.
exemplifies the quality of management at GVSC
credit to the far-sightedness of the administration.
that the CAS Senate voted to unqualifiably not
But the cluster has been damaged, and other reductions do not speak as, support.
I worked as administrative assistant to Dr.
well for Grand Valley’s institutional vision or its future.
Gearhart, Dr. Schwarz and Ms. Lisa Dubois
(of CIS) during the 1979-80 academic year. The
capabilities of these three people are known to
you and your staff, I trust, from the reputation
The cream is being skimmed off the top.
of the Center, internationally and locally, and
the qualifications they brought with them to
Some of the best features of the college, things which help to keep it
their jobs.
from becoming plain old homoginized Grand Valley, are slated to be cut when
It has been known for some time that Dr.
the Board of Control meets December 19.
Gearhart was preparing to leave GVSC, with
that happening this month. To appease the
*•* The Performing Arts Center is to be eliminated, and with it a chunk of
demand: of the faculty, this was an easy adminis
William James College’s curriculum. Reduction of WJC’s already slim faculty
trative position to sacrifice. But to cut the
docs not bode well for that college, or tor the cluster in which it plays an
entire Center is over-reacting.
integral role. As for the PAC, we refer to a paragraph primed in this space
The Study Abroad Program will cease to
on September 27, 1979.
exist as an educational opportunity without
a, least a part-time director, such as Dr. Schwarz.
’’ Without a strong Performing Arts Center and a healthy federation to
The
Spanish, French, English and Polish study
make GVSC stand our in the coming crush of colleges competing for stuents,
programs may survive for a short while, due
even a cornstalk may obscure us from view.”
to faculty support.
The Yugoslav, Israeli and Japanese programs
The PAC is one of the college’s best contributions to the community. It is
will more than likely fade into history, like the
also an indispensible part of a liberal arts college. If liberal arts are to be
Egyptian program. It’s really a shame for these
scrapped this should be done openly, not bit by bit, crisis by crisis, with
are the most unique opportunities available to
students wasting time and money in search of a broad education that is not
GVSC students. With the loss of scope of
there by the time they are ready to graduate.
this program, international studies at GVSC
**• I.oss of the foreign students’ advisor is unacceptable. The special
problems of these students need to be handled by an expert. And these stu
dents add a flavor and a dimension to the college that it should not be with
out.
The cornstalks creep closer to the center of the campus every day, threat
ening to obscure the college from view.

The Minority Affairs Office is also being dismantled. Services for mi
nority students will be “coordinated” by someone who already has a full-time
job. Also, in one of the juiciest contradictions of terms to come from
Zumbergc in recent momory, “the coordination of women’s programs will be
assimilated by the colleges.’’ (Who will coordinate the various coordinators?)
The way services to women and minorities are always slashed first in whitemale-dominated institutions is not surprising. It is certainly repellent.
In altogether too many instances, the administrators who will be cut are
the ones who provide instructional or other services to students.
Some good parts of the college will need to be cut. If not these. . .
•

•

•

Although it's not yet been officially announced, the budget projections
the college is working with for next year assume a 12 percent increase in
tuition.
Given the college’s sad financial state this is acceptable if it will preserve
the school's existing programs.
If it also supports pay increases for faculty and administration while the
college's brightest features arc cut out, a tuition increase is not only unde
sirable from a student point of view, it is folly from an administrative point
of view. Students should simply not be expected to come here under those
circumstances.
In fact, many salaries must be reduced.
$300,000 and possibly more could be saved if salaries for college cm
ployees making between $20,000 and 130,000 were cut by five percent,
salaries between $30,000 and $40,000 by ten percent and those over $40,000
by twelve percent.

becomes little more than a joke. We will have
considerably less to offer students seeking a
challenging career.
There are 127 international students from 36
countries in attendance at GVSC this semester.
These people are the L:st publicity GVSC can
have, at the international level. With the cutting
of the International Studen. Advisor, a serious
question is raised.
GVSC has a contract, in the form of the
current catalogue under which any student
enters.
International students are promised
personal and academic counseling. The plan to
shuffle them over to the Career Planning and
Counseling Center is a poor ore. That office
was reorganized emphasizing career over personal
counseling only last year.
Would there be plans to increase the staff to
accomodate a large increase in the regular case
load? Would there be seminars offered to help
deal with the special inter-cultural and immigra
tion problems that are a part of hosting foreign
students? The fact that there is no one in the
CPCC who has the background to deal with
cross-cultural problems makes this an even
worse proposal.
What it comes down to is, that it won’t
take long for Micronesian students, among
others, to find out that GVSC doesn’t keep its
word to foreign students.
Ms. Dubois is respected by her colleagues and
students/advisees for her intelligence, dedication
and personal warmth. Deleting the position, and
her, in this manner will only generate frustra
tion and confusion amid the international pop
ulation, a condition already shared by many
at GVSC. I would also like to point out that
from a cost-efficient standpoint, Ms. Dubois
advises and counsels 127 students, making her,
by far, the hardest working advisor on campus.
The course upon which your administration is
traveling to define this financial quandary is
questionable. To declare an "emergency budget
ary crisis" is as inappropriate as waking up in
December, noticing snow on the ground and
being surprised.
Michigan's financial woes are hardly new and
any reaction by administrators, educational
or industrial, which reflects surprise or unpre
paredness is unreal, showing an inferior level of
management quality. By declaring an "emer
gency budgetary crisis,” your administration
proves the faculty correct in their stand of
non-support and demands of administrative
retrenchment.
All I can say about the deletion of the Per
forming Arts Center is to echo the sentiments
of many people, who feel that GVSC is march
ing toward mediocrity. “Academic excellence”
may seem to you the bottom line, but a clear
look around should convince you that, soon,

GVSC will have nothing more than a closet full
of business courses to offer. The “Harvard
Business School of Ottawa County” should
bring hordes to our door, I tell you.
Deletion of the PAC closes off many of the
reasons that people have fot attending GVSC.
The professional quality and notoriety of its
faculty and artists-in-residence seems to be
absent from Provost Niemeyer's reasoning.
The fact that it draws students from other
states is not to be discounted, either. While I
never took any PAC classes, I attended many
performances and recitals. These are the types
of things that give an institution “class” and
draw a dynamic, vital element to its campus.
By cutting the 2.5 PAC positions and four
others at WJC, you do prove your harshest
critics correct. In 1978, Tom Pace, then of
Thomas Jefferson College, advised a WJC Council
meeting ” . . . watch your ass because you’re
next.” I doubt if Dr. Pace would be glad to
know his prophecy is taking form.
I’m not even going to comment on WJC's
credibility and success as an institution of
higher learning. Our reputation is known nation
ally. As a 1980 graduate, I am proud to identify
myself with WJC.
The divide and conquer tactics being em
ployed here are thinly veiled. Creating dissen
sion among a united faculty (finally!) is amatuerish, dishonest, and worthy of only the lowest
union buster. I certainly hope the CAS, Kirkhof,
and Seidman faculty recognize" these tactics for
what they are and stay focused on the true
issue of inefficient management.
The head count at WJC is higher than in past
years. The slight decline in FTE is due to many
James students carrying 12 rather than 15
credit hours. While you may consider cutting
some faculty positions, this disproportionate
amount cannot be supported by James’ student
faculty ratio. Divide and conquer tactics.
If your objective is to destroy everything that
makes GVSC unique and worth travelling to, I
commend you and your staff on your efforts.
When I decided to attend GVSC, in 1976, it
was “Grand Valley gives you a choice.” That
choice is being severely limited and appears to
be taking the form of take it or leave it.
I wish 1 didn't have to write such a negative,
reactionary letter as my first action as an alum,
but I cannot sit idly by and watch passively as
an institution which had, at one time, offered
me such opportunities, disfigures itself through
poor management and a lack of self reflection.
Don’t let yourself be pressured by your
underlings, Preisdent Lubbers.
(Freed is a graduate o f WJC’s Arts and Media
program and a former Lanthorn reporter.)

Budget Cuts Throw the Campus into the ‘Fires of Blandness’

Some faculty bristle at this idea saying we would lose all of our best
people if we didn’t pay them enough.
by Catherine Behringer
If they are here for the pay, considering the condition of the state's
economy, they might as well pack their bags right now.
And if our highest paid educators do leave there should be no illusion that
we are losing our best. A quick look at the GVSC payroll list is enough to
convince even the most ha dened Friedmanite that America, at least around
Allendale, is not a meritocracy.
If pay is not cut enough to absorb a substantial portion of the necessary
cuts. Grand Valley should expect to have a lot of fine educators around here
talking to the cornstalks.
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After attending the Nov. 25th meeting with
President Lubbers and Vice-President Niemeyer
concerning proposed budget-cuts, 1 am both
saddened and outraged. Among other things, the
Center for International Studies (CIS) has been
marked for annihilation.
Grand Valley State Colleges is known
throughout the U.S. and abroad for its recruit
ment of International students. As a nsult of
much dedicated work by those connected with
the CIS, Grand Valley presently boasts a foreign
student population of 127, repreunting 36
different countries of various religious and poli
tical ideologies. If the office responsible for this
recruitment is closed, I fear that in the near
future this population will dwindle and, in
evitably, die out altogether.
We are, afterall, a small college-cluster, located
realistically speaking, in a large cornfield. Who
will ever hear of Allendale, Michigan ("What's a
GVSC?”)
Realistically, too, southwestern
Michigan is not exactly the seat of culture in our
state. But at least Grand Valley, through its CIS,
made an attempt to remedy this and open the
Grand Rapids area to the flavors of other
nations.
1 realize that Michigan’s economy as well as
GVSC’s has met with hard times. If nothing else,
it is essential that the office of International
Student Advisor be preserved. How can we
invite students from far-off l««d« to study at a
small college like GVSC, and then not provide
them with the services now rendered by Ms.
Dubois? It has been saggrurd that perhaps the
Cossnsrling Center could take over her responsi
bilities, but docs the i

what those duties entail?
At present, the International Student Office
deals with the Host Family Program, Inter
national Banquet, holiday housing problems,
orientation, academic advising, immigration, etc.
In addition, the ISO helps students adapt to the
new society through regularly scheduling
“culture classes" and a variety of social gather
ings. If there is no longer an ISO, who will be
responsible for these things? Who will the
students be able to contact in case of medical
emergency? Culture shock is real, and should be
of paramount concern to any college Which
claims to have a program for international
students.
Immigration problems alone require handling
by specially trained and previously experienced
personnal.
I can almost hear the puzzled
whispers, “What’s an 120? . . . A J-l? Who’s
authorized to sign these papers anyway?” The

necessitate the rc-hiring of an International
Student Advisor, so what is the point?
Thomas Jefferson College closed last June
after what ! considered to be a “Get the Freaks
Off Campus” campaign. Do I hear rumblings of
a similar nature? Too often people snuff out
that which is different, that which they cannot,
or will not understand. This campus is in great
danger of throwing itself into those (safe?) fires
of blandness, of stilling every ripple in a sea of
sameness.
Little by little GVSC could con
ceivably become Bland Valley State College, or
worse yet, AMWAY College of Business. And I,
for one, do not intend to quietly sit back and let
the horrors unfold.
(Catherine Behringer is a junior m the College o f
Arts and Science English Department.)
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Editor,
On Tuesday, Nov. 25 Provost
Niemeyer presented recommended
cuts in the GVSC budget. This pro
posal entails deletion of certain
student programs including, among
others, the Performing Arts Center.
Under this plan only three of four
teen PAC staff members will be rc

rained. They would continue in an
entirely academic capacity within the
College of Arts and Sciences.
As performing arts students of the
Grand Valley community, we find it
imperative to clarify our position in
this situation.
In implementing such a plan, the
administration is reflecting an attitude
that the arts, specifically the perform
ing arts, are inessential to educational
quality at a liberal arts college.
PAC courses in which students arc
already enrolled for Winter Semester
have been cancelled across the board.
In doing this, the administration is
flatly denying their responsibility to
those students.
The elimination of a technical staff
limits the feasibility, in effect makes it
impossible, for productions to occur.
By removing Stage 3 from the Grand
Rapids community, GVSC will remove
its ability to involve itself in that com
munity.
The proposal is self admittcdly destroying a strong source
of community involvement, the com
munity which Grand Valley is pur
ported to serve.
The fiction of an academic theatre
program is ludicrous. It is farcical to
assume that a student can obtain a
true understanding of the Performing
Arts from a printed page. Theatre,
Dance, and all their technical (and
specialized) aspects are very much
active arts.
They must be experienced in a
performance/production - orientated
manner to be fully effective as an ed
ucational program.
We believe these decisions have
ramifications touching all members of
the college community. We are con
cerned with the value and diversity of
our education at Grand Valley.
It is in the students’ interest to
become involved in this decision.
There will be a meeting at 4:30,
Thursday, in the Campus Center
Theatre to discuss these issues.
Curt Buckley
Lisa Kinsinger
Anne Stoul

Colleges were conceived by great
minds for the sake of advancing
knowledge. But like any organization,
problems of administration neces
sitated that a few individuals grease
the machine while the others went
ahead with their primary concerns.
These few fellows were elected to a
term and rewarded justly for their
work. But administration at that time
was not concieved as a profession.
With the advent of technology, a
growing concern for professional ad
ministrators to handle such duties
alleviated the professor from some
unpleasant chores; but, consequently,
their authority was dangerously being
frittered away. Corporate managers
made their way into colleges thus
absorbing vital decision making func
tions such as determining the fate of
this college.
We have traded what appears to be
a more efficient way of administering
this college for faculty’s control. But
the efficiency of administration has
removed itself from the problem sit
uation, thus, creating an ineffective
bureacracy. Grand Valley’s bureau
cracy has grown to such enormous
proportions that almost equal the
faculty in numbers: one bureaucrat
for every two faculty members.
With more budget cuts on the way
we see the bureaucrats entrenching
their owr. interests which is reflected
in the diminishing numbers among
faculty members. Why haven’t the
numerous vice-presidents positions
been eliminated when the Provost
himself could handle the job?
I
suggest that wasteful administrative
positions could be eliminiated without
hindering the function of this college.
Let us have sound education, not fat
bureaucrats.
W.P. DeBruyn
CAS Psychology Major

affairs and the cloudy ’provisions'
being made for minority students
through the student life office were
questionable at best.
Traditionally the minority affairs
office was not only open to students
of Native American Heritage. Hispanic
Heritage, Jewish Heritage and Black
Heritage-it was open to and for all
students. The minority affairs office
is not only a place where minority
students can go to and receive atten
tion relative to their needs. It is also
a focal point for continuing minority
education (for all people!) through
shared activities, events, ideas and
understanding.
As a concerned citizen one can not
ignore the ever increasing number of
instances of bigotry, anti-semitism and
violence that are occuring nationally
and internationaly, such as increased
Klan and Nazi rallies in places like
Chatanooga, Conneticut, Miami and
throughout am erica as well as Neo
Nazi bombings and killings in France.
Again, one way to combat this type of
\

Grand Valley administration has an
intriguing evolution of power delega
tion and political manipulation that
would baffle the most unsuspecting
person. The gradual take over by the
administration of faculty authority is
not unparellel to our own country’s
insidious bureaucrats reigning domina
tion over our lives.

1 i

I

'
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insane Bigotry is through continuing
minority education and awareness
As a student senate member, a
resident assistant in Kistler Hall and as
being a minority myself (I am jewish)
I have a very good understanding of
Grand Valley and problems that do
exist for minorities here.
I fully
realize that certain cuts must be made
throughout our college system to
meet the crisis at hand. However, the
cutting of the office of minority
affairs is a gross error in judgement as
well as being ignorant and insensitive
to the needs of minority students, as
well as to the college as a whole.

by Paul

Lenore Knox
President, Student Senate

Samir Isllak from the School of Public
Service commented. “The School of
Public Service is being dismantled, but
no one is being consulted in Public
Service or Political Science (where the
programs arc supposed to merge).'
Isllak said that while a faculty
task force was working on the merger,
the decision was made to move Public
Administration to Seidman College
without faculty consultation.
Another faculty member disagreed
with Isllak saying that he had been
informed.
Professor James Thompson, from
the Political Science department, com
pared the situation to Roberto
Micchels’ concept-the iron law of
oligarchy—where in any organization a
small group of leaders dominate

As most are aware, Grand Valley is
presently under a financial emergency.
This emergency, as is evident from the
recommendations put out by President
Lubbers and Provost Niemeyer, is
affecting the quality of our school
both in diversity and academically. It
is also, however, clear that cuts must
be made if our school is to "balance
the books”.
Have the recommended cuts taken
into adequate consideration the effects
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because they have access to knowledge
that the whole membership doesn’t.
"We arc seeing it right here They
are feeding us as much information as
they think is necessary to placate us,"
Thompson said
"I don't feel they are being open
enough with their reallocation plans,”
Thompson added.
CAS Dean Charles Sorenson said
the budget process was being discussed
with a CAS budget subcommittee as
well as with unit heads. Sorenson
will be cut from Arts and Humanities,
three from Social Sciences, three from
the School of Education and six from
Math and Sciences. I he Dean also
targeted Computer Sciences and the
School of Nursing as areas for realloca
tion.

Christmas
Cross Country
Package

Editor,

After Mondays senate meeting
when I heard Provost Niemeyer speak
on and answer questions posed by
student senate members and other
students on the recomended budget
proposals, 1 was very dissatisfied. The
answers (or rather lack of answers)
that the Provost was able to give about
the loss of the office of minority

Worster).

CAS Faculty

,

to come and let us know what you
think, how you feel. The cuts are
affecting you if you are a student of
any program in these colleges. Your
attendance is urged! Thank You

Bradford Frank
Student Senate Member

Editor,

winter snow, ice and wind
on the seat of their pants (imaging

H ELPIN G HANDS A R E vary welcome as
often combine to lend students

from page one

PHOTO M/4RT/-4UDIO VISUAL

Editor,

\

on the very essence to our school?
Can we survive ith the cuts recom
mended or should they be made else
where? Is Grand Valley still going to
be a strong school academically?
As both a student of Grand Valley
and in my position as President of the
my position as President of the
Student Senate. I am afraid that the
diversity and quality of our school is
being seriously threatened. Now is the
time, more then ever, for students to
spec- up; to voice their concerns,
frustrations, confusions, and alternate
solutions.
We must speak to the
“principal” of the cuts as well as the
details. We must use our power as
paying student of this college to make
our position clear.
To help achieve all of this, 1 am
calling for an all-student meeting to be
held on Thurs., Dec. 4 at noon in the
main lounge of the Cempus Center.
Tile purpose of this meeting will be
to inform on how we, as your repre
sentatives see the situtation. More
importantly, though, it is for students

S R A c e AVAH-AB l E.
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B FA Candidate’s Show Taps Individual And Universal Sources O f Creativity
by Nancy Daugherty

MIETTE HUYBREIGTS VIEWS A set of print* by Zeeuw (photo by Sue Kazlaw).

Lanthorn

<

Dylan Thomas, who ‘‘has made a
synthesis of the individual and the
As an artist, Diane Zeeuw draws universal as conveyed through the
not only from her individual pool of dream, the daydream, and the mys
The prints are
creativity, but taps a deep inner tical experience.”
intaglio, a process in which Zeeuw
reservoir common to all of humanity.
Universal and timeless, it is the rcser- has used acid to etch copper plates.
vior of all existence and inherent The drawing, (named after Dylan
Thomas lines) "How Shaii My Ani
cognition introduced by Carl Jung.
mal” is various shades of brown while
Zeeuw believes, "The human is not
“Then Was My Neophyte” utilizes
only a social sexual neing, but besides
this relationship to society, there is a multi-chalk technique.
The (‘Sibyls Suite”, done in contact
another primordial relationship of
present and past man to the myst crayon, is named for the Cumean
Sibyl who is "the connection between
ery of life and the existence of the
the present ar.d the past, and her
universe. To speak with primodial
years are equal to the sands of the
images is to speak with a thousand
tongues.”
earth.”
Zeeuw’s art was on exhibit at the
As to her suite of portraits, Zeeuw
Campus Center Art Gallery last week.
states, "The intent of the drawings
The show consisted of prints and
was not to record physical proport
drawings employing charcoal, pencil,
ions, but an attempt to manifest
ink, pen, crayon, wash, pastel, and
visually the private psychological di
intaglio. Many of the works grouped
mentions of each subject.” This is
into suites dependant on the sources
evident in "Melancholia” (Bonnie) in
of inspiration. “A Prospect of the
which the subject is pictured with an
Sea” is a collection of prints and
extremely long neck, and in "Chaos”
drawings utilizing imagery drawn from
(Ron) which is a pencil sketch of a
Greek, Celtic, and religious symbols
distorted face. "The portrait titles
and myths. It is inspired by the poet
allude to mythic or literary sources,
for the portrait is not merely the

is an expression o f our inner being.

'

Arts/Entertainment

without sacrificing the naive happi
ness she knew as an adolescent on the
plains.
In a interview after the movie Mike
at the munch ic counter was asked as
to what kind of people come to Le
Bijou.
’People who like movies
people who appreciate film as art.”
will sell you a variety of goods, ranging Twiddle someth ing-or-other, is a bril
Digging further. What makes a film
from carobnut clusters to cold fresh liant home educated daughter of a a "good" film? Smiling, he answered,
postmisstress Sent away in hopes of “when film is an expression of our
apple cider, and of course,pop
corn. One can then enjoy the film acquiring a decent education, we soon own inner being.”
“The Getting of Wisdom”, a humor discover Laura knows too much for
Movie-goers came in and he sold
ous Australian
film depicting a her own good.
However, through them matinee priced tickets and mixed
turn-of-thc-century boarding school trial-and-crror she does learn how to fruits’n’nuts. Eventually he continued
for girls who were to be educated in con her way through the fatty layers ... “Film is an art, sometimes a pro
upper-class survival more than book- of society and we, the viewers, know stituted art ... it is an aesthetic form.”
learning. The main character, Laura she will be successful in life but not Le Bijou shows films "as a form of art

Film:An Experience In A rt And Culture A t Le Bijou
by Maureen Ruddy
Le Bijou is a movie theatre with a
strikingly different flavor. Located
on Lake Drive and Wealthy in East
Grand Rapids, the idea or the theatre
was given life six years ago by Merrill
Rodin; opening as a nostalgia house,
or what used to be a viewing room for
old-time classics like "The Maltese

Falcon" and Marlene Dietrich in “The
Blue Angel”. Currently, Le Bijou
utilizes the showing of marily quality
35mm films and first-run foreign
films.
I.C Bijou was to be and is
indeed a place for cultural expansion
in Grand Rapids.
Entering the theatre is a little like
entering a health food bar. Wirerimmed and bcspecklcd Mike Packard

image of an individual, but a ‘map of
man’ ”.
Zeeuw has an Associate of Arts
degree from Grand Rapids Junior
College and will be receiving her
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from
GVSC. She has studied at the Slade
School of Art in London, and has
traveled extensively in the U.S.,
Canada, Mexico, and Europe.
In
exhibitions since 1973. she has recent
ly received two honorable mentions in
the Macklev Art Gallery Regional
Exhibition, 1980, and a Purchase
Prize Award at GVSC, 1980.
Apparently, Diane incorporated
much of her philosophy of life into
her art work; yet she also depends on
her skills as a professional musician
for her current livelihood. She plays
fiddle with her banjo pickin’ husband
in a band called Roustabout String
Band. They play old time and swing
music and those present at the recep
tion got a taste of it as Mr. Zeeuw
picked out some tunes.
Diane Zeeuw’s attitude about her
art is summed up in her statement,
“ I assert that art interprets life, the
miracle of being, and the mystery of
the human mind.”

instead of just trying to please the
public.” Andrea Swetish, a William
James Media student,was asked
what she thought made Le Bijou
different from other movie theatres.
She blurted out “The movies. The
audience chooses the movies.”
It’s true. Movie-goers can pick up
a leaflet and check the films they
would like to see at Le Bijou.
The foreign films are quality flicks.
First-run films arc given a preview
showing for the Press on Tuesday
evenings. Matinees arc Wednesdays,
Saturdays, and Sundays for $1.75.
Student night is Monday and also
costs $1.75 with a valid student
ID.

Lites Provide Sweetdreams For A Bear And A Song
by J ill Prince

W ho's In W ith The Tim es
by Rob Villo
Who created two rock operas-Tommy and Quadrophenia
Who brought to the world rock classics such as "Won’t Get
Fooled Again,” “ Baba O’Riley,” “Who Are You.” and “My
Generation.” The aforementioned tunes are only a small fraction of
the many accomplishments this British rock quartet have made with
many more to come.
Known as “the world’s oldest rock band,” the group's member
ship has remained the same from 1964 up until 1978-a grim year
for the Who. forsaking the life of the most maniacal drummer to
ever beat a calfskin, Keith Moon.
Left without their percussionist and having previously conquered
the rock world, Pete Townshend, Roger Daltrey and John Entwistle
remained seated on their thrones of rock godliness.
This winter, in fact, will feature a brand-new album release by
the Who. Of course, by now you must know that Kenny Jones
(cx-Faces drummer) will sit behind Moon's immortal percussion
set. Nobody can ever replace Keith Moon, and Jones is not even
trying. Jones is bringing his own flair into the band with his rocksolid tempos. Face it, the band has changed.
Ihc Who put energy into the word “rock.” Beginning in the
middle sixties, they thrashed out tune^ with one intention—to make
it in the top ten (i.e. “ I Can't Explain,” “ I Can See For Miles,” etc.).
Towards the latter sixties, the Who pioneered the present "sixties”
sound, sculpturing the basic backbone of heavy metal. The LP
Live at Leeds is a perfect example of high-energy Who.
The early 70’s meant experimentation time for our fantastic
foursome.
Songwriter-guitarist extraordinarc, Pete Townshend,
put his e'-^r-thinking imagination to work and unleashed two literary
rock stones, Tommy and Quadrophenia Both of these epic-length
double record sets have since been made into movies.
Putting his novel-style songwriting abilities aside for one album.
Townshend shined a new light on the synthesizer as being an inte
gral part of rock and roll. This became apparent with the 72
release. Who’s Next.
1 he latter seventies spotlighted singer Roger Daltrey as an exper
ienced movie actor. His role in the new film, “McVicar," is as
impressive as his vocals on the soundtrack album. Of course, any
body who has ever heard of the Who will never forget his appearance
in “Tommy.”
More recently, bassist John Entwistle has been writing more
Who selections (i.e. “905” and “Sister Disco” from the Who Are
$ou LP), Pete Townshend Fas put out a superb solo effort called
Empty Glass, and Roger Daltrey is being recognized as a muchimproved vocalist in comparison with his “heavy-meddling” days.
Since the death of Keith Moon, however, the band has had to
make the decision of whether or not to go on. The decision was
more like “how do we go on? ”
Their music has changrd drastically since their early v e in , the
Who realizes in order to grow, they must change.
A stagnant sound is not possible from the Who. for they’ve
kept it together for over fifteen yean. Would you like to play the
same kind of music for fifteen years? Neither will the Who.
The

The

The moon and stars are not this
campus’ only evening dazzders. An
other set of lesser known stars the
Nite Lites have made local nights a
little brighter for many students.
A musical lullaby service, the group
is composed of Glen Myers, Wes
McAtee, and PJ the Teddy Bear. Ac
cording to Me Atee The Night Lites
are “a combination of both of us, a
little bit of this and a little bit of that,
which puts us together. Neither one
of us are really really good musicians,

we just kind of fall together. I think
the thing that has made us popular is
our personalities more than our
talent. I think they can relate to Wes
and Glen better than to the music."
Me Atee first got the idea for the
Nite Lites when he heard about a
lullaby service in Minnesota "but they
didn’t use music, they used stories.
We decided we could use music. I t’s
more soothing and it brings out more
joy; it relaxes people.”
Mo«r nights, Myers and Me Atee arc
quite busy putting college girls to
sleep, Myers describes, “we make sure

people have gone through and close
with another original similar to the
first song.
The Nite Lites began their service
this year towards the end of Septem
ber after discussing it over the sum
mer. Last year Myers taught Me Atee
to play the guitar and since their
voices blended well they decided they
"should try it." The two were not
initially sure what the outcome of
their endeavor would be. “When we
first started out,” said Myers, “we
didn't know how well it was going to
go over...we made up our posters and
we got a lot of calls and thought may
be people would think of it like a
little fad: it’s going to be a big thing,
then it’s going to die out and no one’s
going to call us. But we've found that
we re getting different people evenweek.
It’s on a continual basis...!
think it s great! We’ve made a lot of
good fri. nds from the people that
we’ve sung for.”

they’re in bed, either laying down or
just comfortable because when we
start singing we want them to feel at
ease.” A third member of the group
comes in handy at this time, P J. the
bear They give the girl(s) the bear
because, said Me Atee, “it’s always
nice to hold on to something.” Once
they have their sleepy heads taken care
of, the two begin their serenade with
an introductory song they wrote to ex
plain who they are and what they
plan to do. They proceed with well
known songs and some of their own
which tell of different experiences

*© !E |

M YERS (L E F T ) A N D M CATER (right) at “ w ork” with PJ’s help (photo by John S. Wanat).

Although The Nite Lites perform
often, the duo has found that their
activity does not interfere with home
work or other academic duties. Me
Atee explained, “We kind of reserve
our nights just for this, we make a
special time for it. We don’t start
playing until quite late so we have
all afternoon to get anything done
that had to tic done."
The Nite Lites play “to make
people happy,” said Me Atee, " it’s the
only purpose. We like to see people
happy." That, said Myers "makes us
feel good, it really does.”

C oncert B and W ill F eature
R o o t A s G uest S oloist
The Grand Valley State Colleges
Concert Band will present the Annual
Christmas Concert on Thursday.
December 11. The program will be
held in the Louis Armstrong Theatre
of the Calder Fine Arts Center at 8:00
p.m.
Rebecca Root Davis, daughter of
GVSC Band Director William Root,
will perform with the band as Guest
Soloist. She will play the Camille
Saint-Sacns’ “Morceau de Concert"
for French Horn and Band. Mrs. Davis
is widely known throughout Michigan
as a result of her manv solo appear
ances She appeared with the GVSC
band in 1977 and m 1979 soloed at
the International Horn Club Sympos

ium at East Lansing. A graduate of
the Interlochen Arts Academy, she has
been Principal French Horn player
with the Denver and New Orleans
Symphony. Presently, she is teaching
hom at Columbus College in Georgia.
The band will play some of the
traditional
Christmas
selections:
Alfred Reed’s “Russian Christmas
Music” . “Sleigh Ride." by Leroy
Anderson and the popular “Christmas
Festival." in addition, Sue Schuiling.
senior voice major, will sing “Jesu
Bambino.” which she has arranged
for band and soprano soloist. There
will be other numbers reflecting the
contemporary literature for band.
The concert is free and the public
is invited to attend.

WILLIAM ROOT. SHOWN h er. wrth
x-isiai concert (Lanthorn File photo).
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One Thing Or Another

FROM B L A T A N T SEXISM (below) to interperiona! sexuality (right),
the psychological

cartoon-comedy “ Feiffer’s People" deals with a

variety of social issues through a collage of humorous skits. Produced,

by Darlene Johnson

directed, and acted entirely by PAC students, the upcoming production
will make it's debut Wed. afternoon, with performances slated through
Friday (photos by John S. Wanat).

W hat A Fool B elieves...
Every good student of media recieves a warning early in their education
against the perils of underestimating the gullibility of their audience; that
generally people will believe what ever you tell them.
As one’s sense of humor warps into sophistication, the arrogant assump
tion is all too often made that, like ourselves, time has filled the empty
topdrawers of our minds with semi-worthless bits of trivia, a backup
against someday mistaking a poor writer’s joke as a reality .
Well, I for one was wrong.
I guess 1 should have suspected something when, well after the
Lanthorn had been circulated, I was greeted Wednesday morning by a
gift-wrapped box of Preparation H, bearing the cheery salutation, "Be
cause I care to send the very best.”
Puzzled, I ventured on to the Sagateria to claim my usual lunch of fishwich-with-cheese and skim milk “Oh, don’t eat th at” cautioned a nearby
acquaintance. “Too many milk products will agrivarr; your condition”.
What condition? Frantically I searched my reflection in the crome above
above the Hot Buys for some terminal disease 1 may have contracted en
route to the Campus Center. Embarasscd, she whispered, "You know ,
your hemorrhoids. ”

M useum To Run Classic Shorts

Somewhere I felt an Art Linklettensh being kicking me in them, sneer
ing in my ear, "Don’t kids write the darndcst things.”

For the record, folks, all God’s chillun got hemorrhoids; which arc act
ually little tissues that line our inner and outer derriers. Not a particularly
interesting conversational subject, unless they become mflammed (a con
dition I do not suffer from, but 1 guess some of us will just bend over
backwards for a laugh).
Biology lessons aside, however, 1 couldn’t help but to wonder just how
seriously do people believe what they sec or read; can the average Joe Col
lege distinguish between a bad joke and bad reality?
Therefore, to clear up any other misguided info one might have, let it
also be said in print that
Kentucky Fried Chicken does not induce soulful song and dance
seizures in Blacks, or any other human for that matter.
Most women travel unaccompanied by a jumbo box of beltless pads in
their purses, nor do they conduct the rites of feminine hyginc in flowing
evening gowns.
GVSC is not located “just outside the city of Grand Rapids”, and is
not “central to many shopping and cultural facilities
Few journalists, and certainly not myself, derive their stamina trom
Milky Way Bars.
And lastly, how many women do you know that would show you
their Underalls?
Speaking of gullibility, I must confess that 1 did not recieve a box of
the big H, nor did I recieve any brazen public warnings, but it sure made
the story cute, didn’t it, and 1 bet you believed it.
Did I prove my point?

Classical film buffs will be sure to take note of “An F.vcning of Musical
Shorts”, Monday, Bee. 8.
Monday at the Movies is sponsored by the Grand Rapids Museum Associa
tion. In December the series will continue to deal with the subject of music by
taking a look at some of the people involved in the process of making music.
The films arc shown at 7 30 p.m. in the Museum's East Building Multipurpose
Room. Admission is SI for members and S2 for all others.

G V S C Singers Announce Concert

The GVSC singers will lie present
ing
their Winter Concert on December
FILMS:
“Benny Goodman and llis Orchestra" With Benny Goodman, Ziggy Elman, 6, under the direction of William
Beidler.
Gene Krupa and Dick Powell.
Before joining Grand Valley State’s
music faculty, Mr. Beidler was a singer,
“ Black St Tan" with Duke Ellington anti his orchestra.
dancer, and actor in top New York
“Cool & Groovy” with Anita O’Dav, The Buddy Be Franco Quartet, the shows. He received his B.A. degree
from the American Conservatory of
Chico Hamilton Quintet and the Hi Lo’s
Music, his Masters from Michigan
State and was a doctoral candidate at
“I Surrender Dear” with Bing Crosby
Michigan State. Mr. Beidler has been a
choral conductor for many years, in
“Hoagy Carmichael" with Hoagy Carmichael, Jack Teagarden and Meredith
Blake.
“Mick Jaggcr/Small Faces". "Jumping Jack Flash.’’ "2000 Light Nears From
Home” and “Small Faces” performed by Mick J agger
“ Rufus Jones For President” with Ethel Waters and a very young Sammy
Davis, J r.
“Spike Jones and His City Slickers” three wild songs from this novelty
orchestra.
“Blind Gary Divis” an impressionistic profile of this late Harlem folk singer.

1K

lunchbreak-GVSC

Dec. 8. 12 noon C F A C L A T and
Collegium M usicum Dec. 9 , 12 noon,

Dec. 5, noon and 8 p.m ., and Sal., Dec.

C FAC LAT.

Chamber Orchestra

IW v sl
Get Two Desserts For The Price Of One
December 4 ■ 10

w ith m usic by GVSC

the
Grand Rapids Civic B allet, F ri., Dec. 5.

J a /* Lab Band, Tues. Dec. 9, noon
2 p.m .
Free, sponsored b y Student
Senate R ecreation C om m ittee .

the New Grand Center D o w n to w n GR
A d u lts S6. Students S3, available at

N u tc ra c k e r

Ice Cream Social

6, 8 p.m .

B a lle t -p rese n te d b y

4:0 0 p.m . Each Day

CAMPUS CENTER SNACK BAR

8 3 0 p.m . and Sun., Dec. 7, 3 p.m . at

C ivic Box O ffice.
Just Jeans—dance is sponsored b y D elta

Feiffer's People- a psychological carto o n
com edy by Jules F e iffe r w ill be pre
sented Wed., Dec. 3 a t noon, also
Dec. 4-5 T h u rs.-F ri. at 4 p .m . CC
Theatre. Just a b u c k .
La Cage Aux F o lle s -Birds o f a Feather
w ill be show ing Dec. 5-11 at th e B ijou
Theater, 1550 Lake Dr.
Grand Rapids Public Museum-C h a ffe e
P lanetarium presents th e ir annual sky
show o f th e "S ta r o f W o n d e r" w hich
w ill begin Dec. 4 and co n tin u e th ru
Jan. 4.

I

lour
From 2:00

Dance A llia n c e F all C oncert - Free at

v sm t

F i-h i m I.

What’s Happening
C FA C . ro om 121. Oates and tim es are
Thurs., Dec. 4 , n oo n and 8 p .m .; F ri.,

many places including high school
choirs in Honor and Roger City:
church positions in Michigan. New
York, Illinois, New Jersey and
Colorado, he has also been conductor
of the University of Southern
Colorado Choir and the choir at Grand
Valley State Colleges since 1963.
The public is invited to attend this
concert on Saturday. December o at
8:00 p.m. in Bethlehem Lutheran
Church. 330 Crescent, N.E., Grand
Rapids.

S how tim es are 8 p .m . Thurs.,

F ri. and Sat., 2 :3 0 and 3 :4 5 p.m . Sat.
& Sun. $1 fo r aduits, 75 cents students.
Sunday-Monday

Sigma Theta S o ro rity F ri., Dec. 12.
10 p .m .-2 a.m . CC M u ltip u rp ose Rm.
75 cents, w ith o u t jeans $1. A ll w e l
come. Proceeds w ill go to Park School
fo r Unwed M others.
Christmas Canned Food Drive Dance
sponsored by A lph a Kappa A lpha
S o ro rity and Kappa A lpha Psi F ra te r
n ity , CC M u ltip u rp o se R m .. Sat., Dec.
13. 10 p.m .-2 a.m. $ 1.5 0 plus tw o
(o p tio n a l) cans o f fo o d .

Alpha Kappa Alpha Open Tea w ill
be Sun.. Dec. 14 at 3 p.m . A ll inter
esteo young ladies w h o w ant to pledge
are invite d to a tte n d this a tte ir. C ontact
so ro rity members fo r m ore in fo .

2 40 -F ro n t - rock n' ro ll band w ill be in
concert sat. Dec. 6, 8 p.m . C F A C -L e t
W inter Wassail concert w ith the GVSC
Singers. Bethlehem Luth era n Church,
G R . Thurs., Dec. 4 at n oon. Free.

O nly $1.50.

The G etting o f W isdom

a p o rtra it o f an

a rtist as a yo un g g irl featured at the
B ijo u , Lk D r. at W ealthy, G.R . Nov. 21Dec 4 C o n s u lt theatre fo r show tim es.

PAC Rm. 151 . 12-1 30 p.m .
Aquinas College Instrum ental
Ensemble "pops'' co nce rt. 8 p.m . in
the Wege Student Center A u d ito riu m .
Free.

CC A r t G allery presei ts m ixed media
and paper weavings b y R ichard S torey,
alias Dick M ichigan, a GVSC studentartist fro m Muskegon. Dec. 9-Jan. 11.

Football—continues

throughout the Season Sunday a fter
noon and Monday nite in the CC lounge.

Douma
A rt
Supplies

Free.

A Christmas C aro l-W e d ..

Dec. 3. 8 p.m.

James W. M iller A uditorium .

Tickets

$ 7 .5 0 . $ 6 .5 0 . $ 5.0 0.

l i t Wintar Crescent D en ce-tnonjorad
by Phi Bata Sigma. Sat., Dec. 6 , 9 p.m.2 a.m. CC Multipurpose R m . $ 1 5 0
general, $1 graeki.
F a tfc a l C h o ro U -p e H o rm i tor tree «
L A T Wad., Da«. 10 at 8 p.m.

214 East Fulton Ph. 458-9393

CLASSIFIEDS
Tha Lanthorn, in tha *P*,rt
gift giving. i« offaring to
. holiday graating to yoor

go into tha
Tha m

it

A ll of than
12 iaaua.
S1JX) (ona

4 MU

W illi This 1in u re A t ! <>n«'
T ic k e t $1.75 M -T h I n iil iz / "

FAME

QUAD

BLACK STALLION

Treat YourselJ
To A Show!.'

« 3 pJ»- i*

of tha

j Elephant Manm

Private Benjamin

cs

FLASH GORDON
NO COUPONS PLEASE

What's Happening welcomes notices of
all campus or campus-related events.
Inform ation must be submitted one weak
prior to the issue publication is desired
jLanthorn is distributed late WedJ.
•long with sponsor name and number
to A rts/ Entertainment Editor. The
Lanthorn. A ll notices subject to editing.

Christmas Specials
D ec. 8

D ec. 4& 5
Stuffed Animals
Christmas Cards
Christmas Wrap
Christmas Decorations

iO % o f f !

Calculators

Briefcases

15% Off!
D ec. 9& io
Selected Clothing

20%

t)

I Stunt Man

W IB Film s
Daughter R ite " by M ichelle
C itro n . A narrative fic tio n film about
m others, daughters and sisters. Dec. 10,

•A void mall crow ds
•E iyoy our friendly atm osphere
•S ave on yus •S hop u ’tilt us!

O ff!

< />
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Basketball Squad Falls Short To E M U 73-68
by Richard Plowden

HO W A R D B A IL E Y (photo courtesy Media Relations)

Ex-Laker Points At M ajors
by Richard Plowden

Some period during the career of a
college athlete, the possibility of pro
spering into the professional ranks
comes to mind. Ex-Laker baseball
star, Howard Bailey is one that is
making r rides to reach the “big
leagues.”
Bailey, a 6 foot 2 inch tall,
190 pound
pitcher is one of
only eight left-handers in the
whole
Detroit
Tiger
Organiza
tion.
Bailey’s last season at
Grand Valley was the 1978 one
and by the end of that year he
signed with the Tigers.
Assigned to Lakeland his first
year, the Grand Haven native
had an 8-12 record with a 3.90
Earned Run Average (ERA).
Getting
promoted
to Mont
gomery of the Southern League
this year Bailey had a 12-12 re
cord, with a 3.4 5 ERA and 134
strikeouts.
About
life
in
the
minor
leagues Bailey mused, " It’s every
thing that you have heard about.
We take eight day long road trips
(on a bus) and have three days
off in six months.” The player’s
travel plan consists of, one hour
for a post game meal, then di
rectly to the bus. "We may ar
rive in the next city sometime
between 5 00-9 00 p.m.
Before
the game we sleep most of the
day
until
5 00 p.m.," Bailey
commented.
Montgomery plays a 144 game
crhcdulc and all of those bus

rides take their toll. "The South
ern League is one of the most
traveled," Bailey continued.
“In
AAA you fly and a bus is differ
ent than a plane. Usually on the
bus you just get your music box
with headphones and listen to
your longest tape."
In all, the life of a ball player
in the minor leagues can be
rough, and at times pretty lone
ly.
“You can't have friends like
in college,” Bailey added.
“Of
the guys that 1 started with in
1979, only three are left, the others
got unconditional releases. There are
only a few guys that I run around
with. At Montgomery there were only
six of us that weren't married. It
gets to be a drag sometimes," Bailey
said.
Bailey is a modest young man and
credits Grand Valley Coach Phil
Regan with aiding him. "Phil helped
me out a lot,” Bailey said. "He was
the one that changed me from high
school to college and he is familiar
with the way they coach in the pros."
Bailey, just back from the instrui
tional league in Florida, plans on
working out with Coach Regan and his
squad in January when the team !>egins practice. Realizing that life with
the Tiger organization is unpredict
able. Bailey does not have any idea if
and when he may get called to the big
leagues “I’ve already got my papers
for Evansville (AAA), but I haven't
heard from big league spring training
yet,” Bailey concluded. The possibil
ities are great, however, that Grand
Valley may soon have a player in
major league baseball.

Grand Valley, coming off of a last
second field goal to beat Orchard Lake
St. Mary Monday, November 24,
■carried that victory with them to face
Eastern
Michigan
University in
Ypsilanti, last Monday. The Lakers,
with a team consisting of fifty per
cent freshmen, battled the Division" 1
team to the very end, before dropping
the game 73-68.
Grand Valley stayed close through
most of the first half and at one
point enjoyed a 30-26 lead. Eastern
came back to take a 42-36 half-time
lead. At the half, five Lakers had
scored six points, but Eastern’s Jeff
Zatkoff had 20 himself.
In the second half Eastern came out

gunning and a lay-up by Anthony
White gave the Hurons a 55-44 lead.
Grand Valley gave Eastern a scare as
they rallied behind seniors Chris
Chadwick and Ed Moultrie and fresh
man Jim Olesnavage to cut Eastern’s
lead to three, 66-69, with 3 53 left to
play. After Eastern’s Jack Brusewitz’s
lay-up gave the Hurons a five point
spread, Laker Coach Tom Villemure
called a time out, with 40 seconds
left. Chadwick then hit a 12 foot
jumper from the baseline, but with
four seconds in the game Anthony
White scored to put the game on ice.
Freshman John Kendzicky led the
Lakers with 15 points, followed by
Chadwick with 14, Moultrie with 10
and Jim Olesnavage had 13. Jeff
Zathoff led Eastern with 28 points.

A GRAND VA I

E Y basketball awaits the home opener against Wayne

State on December 11. (Lanthorn file photo).

Grand Valley Gridders Reap Post-Season Laurels
Tailback Will Roach became the se
cond back in Grand Valley State his
tory to earn a berth on the All-Great
Lakes Conference team two years in a
row.
Roach was one of five Laker play
ers named to the GLIAC first team,
thus duplicating the accomplishment
of Jamie Hosford, Creston High wrest
ling coach, during the 1975 and 1976
seasons.
Also selected from Grand Valley
were quarterback David Quinley of
Southgate, offensive guard Dave
Williams of Jackson, linebacker Kurt
Fredricks of Muskegon and corner
back Craig Blanchard of Jonesville.
All of the Grand Valley players are
seniors.
Roach led the Lakers in rushing
for the second straight season dc
spite missing three games with a

shoulder injury. He picked up 520
yards on 102 carries for a 5.1 average.
His longest run was 67 yards against
Ferris State.
The Grayling senior became the
second all-time leading rusher in Grand
Valley history behind Hosford. He
ran for 2,431 yards and scored 29
touchdowns during his career. He
also caught 40 passes for 411 yards.
Quinley was one of three players
picked by the Great Lakes Conference
who were unanimous selections. The
Southgate senior holds all but one of
Grand Valley’s passing records and is
the all-time Laker passing leader, com
pleting 292 of 558 for 4,454 yards
and 28 touchdowns. He is also the
total offense leader at the Allendale
school with 4,338 yards.

Williams, a three-year starter, was
Grand Valley’s leader on the offen
sive line and is responsible for the
Laker’s outstanding offensive showing
this season which produced a record
203 first downs and a 3,713 offensive
yard total.

one game against Michigan lech, lie
also returned 13 punts for 103 yards
and six kickoffs for 151 yards and a
25.1 average. On defense Blanchard
was credited with 33 first hits, 11
assists, two tackles for loss, two
fumble recoveries and five pass
breakups.

Fredricks, another three-year start
er, missed seven games last scascti with
a broken hand. The Muskegon High
graduate was credited with 51 first
hits this season and 30 assists. The
Laker defense experienced their best
season in shutting off the run, hold
ing their opponents to 116 yards per
game on the ground.

All five Laker players were select
ed to the All-NAIA District No. 23
team along with teammate Tony
Kocnigsknecht. Koenigsknecht, a sen
ior from Jackson, played middle guard
for (.rand Valley and had 40 first hits,
40 assists, four fumble recoveries and
three quarterback sacks
Coach Jim Ilarkema’s club posted
Blanchard won GLIAC defensive
“Player of the Week" honors twice a 7-3 record and finished second in the
Great Lakes Conference with a 4-2
this f all.
He intercepted five passes, three in mark.

Track
The Grand Valley track team is
looking for young men interested in
running in a Laker uniform. Anyone
interested should contact Coach
Clinger in room 9 7 in the Fieldhouse
Ihc Laker’s first meet is January 30
at Aquinas with Spring Arbor.

Ron Essink Establishes Pro Stride;
Catches Pass For First Career T .D .
the Dallas Cowboys."
Essink evaluated the transition
The Laker’s football season has from small college football to the
been over for a couple of weeks now, professional level by commenting,
but Grand Valley football got its "First of all. there is more studying.
biggest boost on Thanksgiving Day. Each week we play a different team
In Dallas, Texas, playing for the and may have a different plan, while
Seattle Scahawks of the National in college the plays are pretty much
Football League, a young man by the the same. We spend more time watch
name of Ron Essink scored his first ing films and there is a difference in
career touchdown against the Dallas the size of people and the reputation
that they have." Essink, himself,
Cowboys.
Essink, an offensive lineman, scored is weighing about 245 and has “lost
on a tackle eligible play, a two yard some weight since the season started.
pass from quarterback Jim Zorn. I’d like to be much bigger, around
About the nationally televised game 255 or 250 if possible," he stated.
Essink continued, “Seattle is a great
and the touchdown, Essink said,
"I played most of the second half. place. The city, itself, is well money
I’m glad that everyone got to see me wise. I don’t like the rain that much
play. I was really excited abou. the but it doesn't get as cold as Michigan
and I miss the snow I might live here
touchdown. We tried the play before
hand, but the pass was too long. It next year."
Even Ron Essink is concerned over
seemed as though it took the second
pass a long time to get there. It felt Grand Valley’s budgetary woes. RON ESSINK
John S. Wanat)
great, a 'ouchdown in the NFL against “That’s too bad," he concluded.
by Richard Plowden

BACK ROW EAR L E F T ; Coach Boand and the 1980-81 Womens Basketball Squad. The season opener will be
Tuesday, December 9, against Calvin (photo courtesy Media Relations).

FRO M TH E S ID E L IN E S

(photo

by

L aker A th letic Program s; D own, B u t N o t O u t

by Richard Plowden
For a school of its size. Grand Valley has established a powerful athletic
program. In recent seasons, championships have come in sports that
range from women’s tennis and softball to wrestling, baseball, and foot
ball. As anyone knows, intercollegiate sports is a team effort. At GranJ
Valley that ' ’team" has consisted of a group of athletes, coupled with
administrators whose goals have been to become and to produce champ
ions. At Grand Valley, as with other colleges and universities across the
state, the team is about to be broken up.
During Michigan's current economic disaster, hatches are falling in all
directions and the home of the Lakers is about to be mangled
Grand Valley’s athletic department has an operating budget of
$120,000.00. Of this it has been proposed that $54,500 00 be cut. An
approximately fifty-fifty split is likely to occur in the areas of athletic
scholarsnips and personnel
According to Grand Valley's athletic director. Dr. George MacDonald.
“The cuts to be made in personnel are privileged information that will
not be public until they go into effect on December 11. The individuals
involved have already been informed."
The decision to be passed on athletic scholarships is still not definite.
Dr. MacDonald said. “It will have to depend on a variety of things. ! can’t
make a decision on how it will go down." MacDonald added. “The key

thing is the meetings from January 10-14 of the NCAA. At that time, one
of the items discussed, will be proposals that affect both Division I and
Division IT ’ In Division II, Grand Valley’s catagory, scholarships will not
be granted that exceed paving for the athlete’s tuition and fees, plus
course relatid books and financial need ‘That's basically what we arc do
ing now,” MacDonald added “Grand Valley will never get up to Division
II as it is now . If they limit it on the eqvivalency of tuition, fees, and
books it will put everyone on the same plane. We are not even half way
now in Division II in all spurts. This will not keep us from going to Divis
ion III It is hard for us to get opponents, csoccially football. People
think that we have a powerhouse and won't play us I would like to see us
even.”
Athletes already awarded scholarships at Grand Valley will not he
affected. Unlike the cuts in personnel, the scholarship slices will not come
into effect until next September. Grand Valley has established a respect
able sports program and a reorganization of it can take the program two
ways, and the Lakers plan on improving.
•M an institution, whenever yoj are forced to let anyone go all will be
affected by it." commented MacDonald. 'H e don't intend to slide into
oblivion. Me are making plans and hope to survive and come out of it
stronger in the long run. It is not going to be easy.” That’s the truth.

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Dr.

(Lanthorn f a * photo).
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Budget

Text of Provost’s Plan

from page one

(Editor's note: Following is « slightly condensed version o f Provost
Niemeyer’s to President Lubber* proposing cuts in the 6 VSC budget.
Also on this page is a slightly editted version o f Lubbers' plan for re
organizing :be centraladministration.)
Budget Recommendations
This section is a summary of our budget recommendations. It is not
intended to be a detailed, line-item accounting of the corresponding actions.
A. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
1.
Program Reductions— In terms of program reductions, I recommend
deletion of the Center for Emergency Medical Services, the Performing Arts
. . . The purpose of the paper is to set forth in general but definitive terms
my recommendations for meeting the immediate budget problems as well
as setting a course for the future direction of Grand Valley.
. . We understand that several other Michigan colleges and univeristies
are considering a mid-year tuition increase. We recommend that tuition not
be increased at this time. . .
Given the state’s changing fiscal picture and the need to reposition Grand
Valley for the coming decade, I am recommending budget reductions that
exceed those called for in your memo of November 5, 1980. These cuts by
the state, prepare for a potential salary package and allow for appropriate
reallocation to enable Grand Valley to strengthen and expand its academic
programs to meet the needs of the 80s.
The cuts
recommend below fall more heavily on the Administration
AN E A R L Y M O R N IN G GLIMPSE of the Campus Center (photo by John S. Wenet).
Division and the Institutional Development Division than on Academic
Affairs. Also, there is another budget category, Institutional Funds, from
which additional monies will be recovered.
sculptor in the Grand Rapids area. tions Commission.
by Larry See, Jr.
Principles
WGVC;
The campus television
Among his many notable pieces was
Grand Valley’s purpose is to provide education for its students. Since the
station
operates
on Public Television
one
called
the
"Grand
Vitesse’’
which
(Editor's note: In this, the final
budget is a financial expression of that fact, modifications to the budget
channel
thirty-five.
It is licensed by
is
located
downtown
in
the
Monroe
part
o
f
the
series,
the
campus
buildshould therefore be guided by the following set of academic principles.
the FCC and broadcasts a variety of
Mall area.
ings featured will he the Campus
A spokesperson from Zumberge campus and community-related inter
Center, the Alexander Calder Fine
1. Maintain the primacy of instruction and academic life on the campus.
Library
added insight to the story. est shows. Among the featured are
Arts
Center,
the
student-run
radio
2. Strengthen the relationship between liberal art', and professional programs
She mentioned that when Calder de a high school Quiz Bowl, a Laker
station WSRX, the public television
so as to achieve realistic curricular breadth.
signed the sculpture, he gave its Football preview, and numerous
station WGVC, and the "Module
3. Support existing programs with demonstrated quality and growth poten
lithograph to the college. The year he courses for college credit, offered
Mobile"
van.)
tial and encourage faculty initiative in the development of selected new
donated the litho. Grand Valley gave through the colleges.
programs.
him an honorary degree for being
CAMPUS CENTER; This building
4. Increase enrollment throught improved recruitment and retention of stu
"such a nice person”, and decided to
was completed in the fall of 1974. It
dents.
name their fine arts center after him.
5. Achieve administrative efficiency and economy.
is the largest building on the south side

W hy

D id They Name

That? — Part 3

Zack

6. Recognize Grand Valley’s role in higher education in this region of the
state.
7. Reduce program duplication.
8. Strengthen off-campus and evening programming.
9. Make wise use of the rermirces allocated to units that provide services to
support academic programs.
10. Provide for a healthy relationship between units and a stable environ
ment for students.
The principles listed above could be applied equally well to any college in
the country. Ours, however, is not just any college; instead, it has a federated
structure that is unique in the state and unusual elsewhere. Especially in
time of stress, it seems, the wisdom of maintaining such a federated structure
becomes a matter for discussion. I note that ECS has again supported feder
ation, while also calling for an end to unwarranted course and program
duplication and a reduction in administrative overhead. I am advised on the
one hand that a collegiate merger would save some badly needed funds and
on the other hand that such a merger would reduce badly needed enrollment.
My recommendation to reaffirm our federation of colleges is not primar
ily based on fiscal or enrollment considerations. Rather I am convinced that
the Grand Valley federation has something special to offer higher education
in this region and in the state, not diversity for diversity's sake but quality
through diversity. However, I cannot ignore the calls for the elimination of
duplication and the examination of academic administration. The federation
may be more complex to administer than centralized structures. However,
for the federation to last through the 1980s, we must make the federation
work more effectively and efficiently. To do so we must address general
education in the federation and dearly define the programmatic roles of
each college. The budget that I recommend has been developed accordingly.
The rest of Grand Valley’s budget follows from that.

continued on page 8

of campus, excluding the fieldhouse.
The center contains some 42,000
square feet and is .in use almost con
stantly by Grand Valley students and
staff.
In 1974, the snack bar had a
modern and pre-English set up. It
featured a bar to be used eventually by
students, but because of a local law
outlawing alcohol in Allendale Town
ship, the bar was dropped.
Also contained in this uuilding is
a game room, featuring pinball and
billiards, a darkroom, a crafts room, a
small theatre (seating 150-200 people),
a multi-purpose room, two television
lounges and an elaborate music lounge.
Offices for two of the campus ser
vice organizations, the Lanthorn and
the radio station, are also located here,
but were added at a later date.
ALEXANDER CALDER FINE
ARTS CENTER; The Calder Fine
Arts Center was constructed in the late
1970’s and occupied in early spring of
1971.
It features administrative
offices of the performing arts faculty
and houses the drama and speech
offering of CAS.
The building was named after
Alexander Calder, a prominent

The building has an auditorium
seating 480 people. This is named the
Louis Armstrong Theatre, after the
great boxer. Records do not indicate
why the theatre was named after him.
The contractors of the building
were Triangle Associates, and the
architects were Tavapeta, McMahon,
and Paulsen. State and federal funds
were used for the financing of the
structure.
WSRX The student-operated radio
station, which broadcasts twenty four
hours on one hunuu J watts, is located
in the basement r ' the Campus Center.
They feature a variety of music, from
rock to classical, and from talk shows
to sports and current campus infor
mation.
The call letters stand for "student
run transmitter" and the W “is just
something all radio stations have",
according to one employee of the
station.
Having been remodeled in 1975
by a student activities budget of
$850,000, new equipment was bought
and the production and radio rooms
were wired together to enhance the
flow of the station’s output. WSRX is
licensed by the Federal Communica

state-funding and other factors.
If the money is available, he said, it
could be used to add faculty positions
where needed or to buy equipment the
college badly needs.
Committee members could not
agree to er.Jorst the plan for realloca
tion.
They also disagreed on whether the
cuts made already were good from a
fac ile, point of view. Professors had
ear.ier called for severe reductions in
administration rather than in faculty.
“The administrators who have been
cut have been those closest to instruc
tion, ’’ said Richard Gottlieb, and
William James College professor.
"I question the responsiveness of
the administration to our priorities,"
Gottlieb added.
However, “if we didn’t have some
of these ‘paper-pushers’ around,” said
College of Arts and Science professor
Howard Stien,” the faculty couldn’t
operate."
The committee passed a resolution
restating an earlier faculty resolution
that planned dental benefits for
faculty and administrators not be im
plcmcntcd,
and
that
President
Lubbers’ $15,000 annual retirement
payment be eliminated until the
financial crisis passes. The moneysaved should be earmarked for
academic activities, they said.

from page one

Hut, for the moment, Zack is content to deal with the present and plan for
the future of her book store which will contain collector’s books (5000 so
far), records and tapes, newspapers, magazines, arts and crafts, photography
supplies, school supplies and college text books. At this time. Zack has main
ly William James textbooks, but, after winter break she plans to have all
college texts at a reduced price. What makes the Book Bank different, is that
it has many rare books and magazines that arc unavailable in the immediatearea, according to Zack.
What Zack also plans to make unique about her store is its informal atmosphere-a place where students can come and sit, relax or just browse through
books. Zack hopes to further accomplish this air of informality in her inter
ior decorating.
"My plans are to make the interior old fashioned, maybe like an old west
ern bank. I’ve been doing a lot of remodeling with friends. I don’t know too
much about carpentry," she added with a laugh.
But, Zack’s ultimate plan for the store is to make it into a ‘cultural center',
a place where students can come and feel comfortable.
"I know a store in Ann Arbor where students will go, just to meet each
other and talk. It’s really neat. That’s what I’d like to do with my store."
Zack hopes to do this by letting students show student made films, by hav
ing poetry readings or by having students display their pottery, macrcmc’or
paintings.
"Grand Valley is unusual said Zack, “because it doesn’t have a place
where its students can hang out at. We have so many commuting students, so
that may be the reason. But the student body is very unorganized, and the
Campus Center isn’t really a good place to go just to talk with friends.”
According to Zack, the Book Bank could close the gap of non-communi
cation among students.
“There are a lot of students here, and 1 can see many different ideas from
students and their energy. I ’d like to centralize all that energy The storemay be a small step in achieving it, but, even a small step is good."

P resident Lubbers Budget Recomendations to the G V Community
I have met with Deans, faculty
members, and students, listening to
suggestions and discussing the best
ways to make the least harmful de
cisions for Grand Valley. However,
the concerns voiced to me at the
November 15th Board of Control
meeting and reiterated since then in
volve more than budget cuts; they also
focus upon leadership and communica
tion. In part the budget cuts are tied
to institutional direction, and reflect
where leadersip is taking the institu
tion. There are many people involved
in the process of advising and decid
ing. Finally, the Board and 1 will have
to look at all the decisions that are
made and conclude the matter. Yet,
there is dissatisfaction and a feeling of
exclusion by many from the policy
making process. Some way must be
found to reduce the causes of this dis
satisfaction and feeling.
Even in an institution where there
may be differences of opinion about
policies and dilectio ns, communica*
tion among faculty, administrators and
students through their governance
structures should generate a level of
understanding where decisions can be
influenced, often A ired, and where
good will can predominate. It is part
icularly important for this communi
cation to take place between the
President and the people who hold
responsible positions in their colleges
and for the Provost as well. Then
whatever is decided has a better
chance of being a Aaied decision.
This problem concerns me with the
same intensity as the lots of revenue.
In the 'fn r* * '* * ' future we must work
on this problem together.
When I asked the Provost to pre
pare a paper on the budget crieu I did
■yy expect him to deal with itotgansz(hat a i l affect his areas o f reaor with reductions ■ the
Executive office.

Executive Office
Two years ago we reduced the
Executive office from six to four
members.
Because of the severe
financial condition I concur with those
who believe we must make further re
ductions. 1 propose that the Execu
tive office operate with the President,
the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs, the Vice President
for Administration, and an Executive
Assistant to the President, eliminating
the position of Vice President for In
stitutional Development. The Provost
and Vice President for Academic
Affairs will be in charge of all academic
affairs, academic services, and student
services. The Vice President for Ad
ministration will be responsible for
Business Affaiis, Finance, Personnel,
Plant, and for now supervise Inter
collegiate Athletics, Channel 35,
Public Information and Publications
formerly in the Institutional Develop
ment Division. I will assume direct
oversight of Development, Federal
Relations and State Relations until the
end of the financial crisis.
With the demands on my office, I
will work more effectively if I have an
assistant. He will take special assign
ments outside and inside the institu
tion. He will assist me in my special
fund-raising efforts and represent the
institution at civic, state, and profess
ional meeting when my time is already
committed.
There is routine but
necessary correspondence in the Ex
ecutive office that he must handle.
Each month several people legiti
mately request help or voice com
plaints to die President and the assist
ant helps solve (heir problems. He will
provide staff work for task forces and
committee; appointed to deal with
specific campus imucs Finally, he will
act as Secretary o f the Board providing
members with iD the information and
>

services they need in order to fulfill Cuts during financial crisis on an
annual basis: $11,000.
their obligations.
In addition to eliminating a posi
The major reduction in the Execu
tion, I believe that it is appropriate in
this time of financial crisis to order tive office was the Development
reductions in compensation for Ex Officer’s position. I have explained
ecutive officers and CSSM, and to re that I will assume management of that
evaluate the salary for the Executive office for now and that my assistant
Assistant to the President. My actions will have responsibilities in that area as
well. We must initiate an active cur
are:
1) Decrease the President's current rent fund campaign and continue to
annual compensation by $5,500.00, build our capital arid special project
funds.
We have just received a
including salary and retirement funds.
2) Decrease in Provost and Vice $100,000 gift for capital purposes to
President's annual compensation by launch our fund-raising season.
Though we have a staff working act
$2,750.00.
ively
now for private gifts and federal
3) Decrease CSSM in the Executive
grants,
what should we do in the
office by $10,000.00.
4) Decrease annual compensation future?
of the Executive Assistant to the
President by $18,300.00.
I will recommend that the compen
sation decreases by restored when the
financial crisis is over, and that the
first review of the situation take place
July 1, 1981. The exception to the
recommendation is the compensation
for the Executive Assistant to the
President since he will no longer com
bine his position in the President's
office and Director of the Performing
Arts Center. I will also discuss with
Board members the postponement of
the deferred income paid to the
President s retirement fund each July
1st in the care our financial emergency
commutes.
On an annual basis the savings from
permanent cuts in the Executive
office budget are:

Some universities raise money
through private foundations establ
ished by friends of the university.
These institutions become well en
dowed and are supported by sustain
ing gifts. In that way those who do
the fund-raising are paid by the
Foundation and are not charged to the
university’s general fund. 1 want to
consider a plan that might transfer our
Development Office to the exisisting
Grand Valley State Colleges Founda
tion. Then fund-raising goals will be
easily measured against the expense to
raise the money. This may be difficult
to achieve, but 1 believe it is worth our
effort to explore.

Reorganization
Recommendations have come to
me calling for the placement of several
administrative offices under the
Provost that are now in the Adminis
tration Division or Institutional De
velopment Division. I have considered
all of them. The ones from tfie Ex
ecutive Committee of the Senate re
quire my response. I concur in their
recommendation that Admissions,
Financial Aids, Records and Career
Counseling be transferred to the
Provost’s supervision. I want to take
one more step by transferring all of
Student Affairs to his division. 1
believe it is best to keep all Student
Affairs’ functions under one Execu-

continucd on page 8

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW bEiNG
ACCEPTED FOR THE POSITION OF
Editor-in-Chief of The Lanthorn
These applications should include a statement
indicating generally what directions and changes
the applicant plans for the newspaper, along with
a resume of all related experience.
Applications should be returned to Steven Verburg in

Vice President's poution— $51,644
(total compensation)
Exec. Assist, to the President- 18,300
(total compensation)
CSSM10.000

the Lanthorn office (dow nstairs in the Campus C en ter)
by Dec. 9 Final interviews will be conducted before Dec. 18.

$81,940
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Center, ami the Center for International Studies effective January 1, 1981.
We are currently negotiating with Davenport College where interest has been
expressed in faking over the Fmergency Medical Services Program.
The .icletion of the Performing Arts Center as an administrative unit
will reduce significantly our off-campus theatre performance program, in
addition to a substantial reduction in the PAC-related dance program. PAC s
music ami academic theatre function will be retained in the College of Arts
ar.d Sciences.
With the deletion of the administrative function of the Center for Intert .rional Studies, its academic programs will be incorporated into the colleges.
\lfhough if was necessary to cancel the Egyptian program, every attempt
'.sill be made to honor our agreement with Jugoslavia and Poland, but in a
more effective and less costly manner man before. We will look to external
funding sources for assistance
I ormerly a function of Continuing Education, the coordination of wo
men's programs will be assimilated by the colleges. Coupled with a reduction
in the level of financial support for the University Consortium Center, this
assimilation will result in significant administrative savings in Continuing
I duration
In addition. I am recommending that fundi set aside for the purchase of
i nr”. • mputcr he cut. However, because of the importance of computing
to the academic program, I do not recommend that we discat J plans to util1 ,,• ail accrual account for the purchase. While this will delay our plans in the
!, irdsvare area, we will proceed with the development of systems most closely
relate I to the academic functio i.
I|,e savings resulting from these actions, coupled with some one-time
budget reductions in the other Academic Affairs units and adjunct budget,
V.ill enable Academic Affairs to make the c u rre n t (1980-81) budget reduc
tion. i.r . <141,000.
j
Program Definition—In order to strengthen the federation, the pro
grammatic roles of each college must be more clearly defined. More clarity
here will go a long way toward removal of the unhealthy competition noted
m tlii- Enrollment Report, more effective utilization of resources through
their concentration, and most significantly more curricular depth in these
areas I o this end 1 have worked with the academic Deans and have received
a list of areas of concern from the Curriculum Committee. Effective for the
1981 82 academic year, the Planning Program will become the sole respon
sibility of William James College. In the visual arts, William James College
will be concerned with the applied aspects and the College of Arts and
Sciences with the fine arts. The undergraduate and graduate programs in
Public Administration will be joined by moving the undergraduate program
into the Seidman College of Rusincss and Administration.
We must also implement the principles contained in the General Educa
tion Task l orcc report in time for the 1982-83 catalog. F!ach college must
develop a program through which it meets the criteria for general education
established by the task force. This will enable each college to meet the
general education criteria in a way that best suits its educational approach,
and still achieve comparable general education for all students at the instit
ution while maintaining the proper curricular autonomy in our federated
system.
I have asked the academic Dca..s to develop their plans accordingly.
3 Studcnt/l aculty Ratio and Faculty Allocation-A separate problem,
but one not unrelated to this budget crisis, is that of our current student/
faculty ratio and the distribution of faculty resources. The former has
exhibited a rather steady decline over the past 5 years to the point where it
was 18.0 for fall 1980. Approximately one-third of the sections taught
during Winter 1980 through Fall 1980 had enrollments less than 12, and
only a small portion of these were taught on an overload/adjunct basis.
We relv heavily on adjunct faculty in some programs and have low or de
clining student/faculty ratios in others. We have not been able to adequate
ly staff programs with demonstrated potential. Moreover, the reallocation
funds that were forthcoming from the reorganization of 1979 were used to
help offset this year’s reduction in state appropriation. Therefore, those
funds arc no longer available for strengthening our academic program. Yet
strengthen it we must, as well as increase our overall student/faculty ratio.
I i ibis purpose, I have assigned each of the colleges a budget reduction
largm based on the stuucnt/faculty ratios of 20 for undergraduate units
and I 5 tor graduate ones. The resulting assignments for the colleges in
terms of net position reductions are thirteen for the College of Arts and
Sciences, six for William James College and one for Kirkhof College. No
net reductions arc recommended for Seidman College of Business and Ad
ministration. From the net position reduction $536,000 is estimated as the
base budget reduction.
B ADMINISI RATION DIVISION
l lu- activities of the Career Planning and Counseling Center which support
the recruitment and retention of students and the placement of our graduates
will continue to have the highest priority. Reductions will be made in parttime
professional and COT staff positions and many staff numbers will
be placed on reduced appointments. Responsibilities within the Center will
be reassigned to the remaining staff and the base budget reduction will total
$37,000.
Student support services will be reduced or eliminated in several areas
which will have the least impact on the majority of our students. Veterans
affairs and substance abuse programs will be eliminated. The responsibility
for minority affairs programming will be re-assigned to a Student Services
staff member who will work with a team of representatives from Admissions,
Housing, Financial Aid, Counseling and Developmental Skills Institute.
Dollars previously set aside for club sports will be eliminated and student
groups will request needed funds from the Student Senate allocation. The
health services program will underwrite its operation and resident students
will have access to the service at reduced rates. Until such time as funds
are restored, the Campus Center will be closed on Sundays due to minimal
usage and activities for weekend residents will be shifted to the North Cam
pus The base budget reduction for 1981-82 will be $61,000.
In the Business Office, clerical positions will be eliminated and modified.
Additional efforts will be made to further reduce the overall complexity of
our budget-accounting system and to identify economies which can be
achieved through better planning by our unit heads campus-wide. Support
for our auditing and internal auditing functions will be temporarily reduced.
In total the reductions will save $31 000 in the base budget.
flic Personnel Office will further reduce staff because of the lower level of
activity in the employment area. The savings in the base budget will equal
$ 9, 000 .

I he Physical Plant Office will absorb over $30,000 in expenditures for
non-salary items because of the effects of inflation on supplies which are pro
vided to the campus community. Areas such as lawn care, plantings and the
painting program will be temporarily reduced. Reductions in staff will inelude professional and technical employees who are involved in the service
dispatching and inspection functions. These duties will be assumed by other
staff members. Request from other units for services in the trades areas are
markedly reduced and a staff reduction will be made in this area. Groundskeeping staff during the summer will be curtailed for the next two summers
while the recreation and athletic fields are being reconstructed near the
Fieldhousc. Housekeeping will remain a high priority with staff reductions
being made only on the night and weekend shifts. Services provided for
special events which are not directly related to instruction will be reduced.
The base budget reduction for 1981-82 will be $99,000.
The budgee reductions proposed above will equal $237,000 for next year.
Wc recommend that $20,000 of additional funds be reallocated to the Per
sonnel Office for legal services attendant to the personnel and labor relations
functions. The resulting net base budget redaction of $217,000 exceeds
the Level II target by $29,000.
1

The Institutional Development Division has implemented two budget
reduction and program cutbacks that are necessary to accomodate function!
not previously housed in the development area. First, it has been a high
priority of the Admissions Office and Continuing Education Office that
GVSC academic program schedules be mailed to most households in the West
Michigan area. The finances for this purpose have previously come from the
Institutional Fund category. The mailings will continue, and $45,000 pre
viously included in the Public Relations Office public information budget will
be cut to accomodate this purpose.
Secondly, the Boards of Control at GVSC placed WSRX, the rnident run
radio station, under the auspices of the Institutional Development Division.
The operating budget, about $9,500, must now be absorbed to continue the
station’s broadcasting services. As a result, Channel 3$ will reduce its operat
ing budget by $9,500 to accomodate the additional cost.
In spite of the fact that the Development Office is a high priority in the
public affairs area, substantia! reductions have been recommended. $23,000
in salaries and wages, and $1,000 in CSSM funds, for a total of $24,000, have
been targeted in the base budget. The primary impact of these cuts will be
a reduction in the Federal Relations services, primarily in the Washington
Program.
Like Development, the Admissions Office is a high priority for continued
financial support. Neverthless, because of the significant share of the Devel
opment Division included in this area, some important, but non essential
services must be cut. The Admissions Office has a target reduction of
$44,300 in base budget expenditures for July 1, 1981. This loss of monies
available entails both personnel reductions and operating budget cuts. The
biggest impact from these cuts wall be felt in the Detroit Recruiting Center.
The Intercollegiate Athletic Department will reduce its budget by $54,000
in base budget cuts in 1981-82. The largest reductions will come in admin
istrative personnel costs and athletic scholarships. Every effort is being made
to maintain most of the sports programs that are currently available to stu
dents.
Channel 35 has a base budget target reduction for 1981-82 of $30,000 in
addition to the absorbtion of the radio station costs. T he local programming
effort and the equipment reserve will be mosr affected by this action,
INSTITUTIONAL FUNDS
Over $2.5 million arc currently allocated to these central functions of the
institution. Many of the items such as debt service for the Commons and
Campus Center and parking lots arc fixed and cannot be changed. Others
such as liability and property insurance. Fieldhousc transportation services
and rhe President’s residence have already been trimmed to minimum levels in
the previous budget reduction action. The minor reductions in the financial
aid programs which were made earlier in the year were supported by the
Financial Aid Advisory Committee but they have recommended that no
further reductions be made for 1981-82.
Our General Fund utilities budget is planned to increase by S 107,000 next
year assuming we continue to enforce the modest energy conservation meas
ures which have already been adopted. Further significant economies cannot
be achieved without a significant capital investment in equipment and moni
toring devices. In this economic situation such capital expenditure commit
ments are not prudent.
The Student Activities allocation was increased to $60,000 this year by
carirei action of the Board of Control. We recommend that this not be
chamed at this time because of the Student Senate's commitment to part
icipate in the elimination of the deficit which -xists in the student news
paper.
In order to achieve the $130,000 net reduction in institutional funds in
1981-82, we must look to three areas. The first is bus services. Our subsidy
to GRATA for the M-45 route to ami from Grand Rapids and the under
writing of the Holland and Grand Haven routes will cost $50,000 this yeat.
The Holland route will be canceled after Fall Semester because of the very
low ridership relative to its cost. We have requested direct state support
for the Grand Rapids and Grand Haven routes and have some hope that we
will be successful. We recommend that this line item be eliminated from the

1981-82 budget If sure support does not materialize we would have to re
assess our position. It is unlikely in that event, however, that tbe service
could be restored at the $50,000 level of subsidy. We would have to examine
ndership, fares and other related facets of the program at that time
The second area where we recommend a major reduction is in Facilit
ies Planning Projects. The program supports our project activities in special
maitenancc
and repa'r. energy- management, barrier free, safety, campus
beautification and remodeling. Wc began this year with a commitment of
$250,000 for a variety of high priority projects in these areas. Many of
them are already completed or arc in process. The remodeling plans fro
Seidman House and for Manirou flail have already been postponed. The
question here is whai level of support wc should plan for 1981-82. We
recommend that this fund he reduced to $50,000, a level which swill probably
permit us to accomplish only minimal repairs and emergency maintainancc
next year. The higher level of funding must he restored in subsequent years,
however, to insure that our campus buildings and grounds do not deteriorate.
In the event that additional funds become available beyond our current
projections we recommend that dollars be reinstated in this important fund.
The third area which can be further reduced is space rental. With the trans
fer of the Emergency Medical Services Program wc will realize a savings of
$17,000 this year and $34,000 in 1981-82.
The unallocated Fund has been cut by $191,000. This reduces it to the
precariously low level of $50,000 for the rest of 1980-81 or about .3% of
ous budget.
The Public Relations and College Relations Offices have absorbed many of
the cutbacks associated with earlier rounds of budget reductions. New totals
(of the Public Relations Office arc $9,000 in equipment and outside services,
the additional cost of the course schedule mailings, and Personnel reductions
totaling $18,000 in the base budget.
The target reduction for the Institutional Development Division for the
1981-82 base budget is $104,000. The total cutbacks being described above
arc $234,000. Reallocations include continuing the $54,500 for course
schedule mailings and the radio station. They further include $54,500 in
monies which will be used to shore up key private fund raising programs in
the Development Division. The total net savings for 1981-82 is $125,000.
SALARY INCREASES
The debate about salary' increases for this year and 1981-82 has been very
healthy. Our recommendation is that the current compensation package not
lie changed for this year. The primary reasons for this recommendation are
that faculty and staff members have grown accustomed to the higher amounts
(and have developed (family budgets accordingly) and that a salary' reduction
cannot be implemented across the board for all employee groups. Our exist
ing collective bargaining agreements provide for reduction in personnel costs
only through lay-offs and reductions in the number of positions. Wc rccolnmend that the dental insurance program for faculty, and professional staff
be implemented on April 1, 1981, at the same time as it is being effected for
other employees.
Because of our projected problems in the base budget for 1981-82, most
faculty and staff have understood the reasons why wc must do some pre
liminary planning at this early date. We have many unknowns, however,
about certain elements of our compensation program, including health in
surance premiums and unemployment compensation. Wc recommend that
final decisions concerning salaries not b« made until we have more defini
tive information.
CONCLUSION
The reality of these times requires us to make difficult decisions. These
decisions involve hardships for those directly affected and problems for the
entire campus. Yet, thedccisions must be made. Grand Valley, despite the
problems wc have had to face, retains great potential as an institution of
higher lcarnine. If our vision rem.-.ins clear and we approach our discussions
and the decisions which evo.vc in a spirit of common good, Grand Valley can
and will emerge as a strong academic institution, able to realize the potential
it has.
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five officer while wc study ways to
effect economies in addition to those
that will be evident after the present
budget cut. I will discuss this pro
posed action that goes beyond the
ECS recommendation with that body
at their earliest convenience.
Lay Off and Appointment Bolides
The policies for lay offs in a
financial crisis are clearly defined in
the Manual and the personnel guide
lines. There is an exception that I will
recommend to the Board. Presently it
states that Executive, Administrative
and Professional staff who are to be
laid off will receive 30 days notice. I
am asking that people who have
worked at Grand Valley for a period
of 5 to 10 years be given a 60 daynotice when laid off and those em
ployed over 10 years a 90 day notice.
After the reductions are made on
December 11th, I will order a freeze
on all administrative positions at
Grand Valley until further notice.
Existing positions that become open
will be filed only after the approval of
the appropriate officer.
Our sadness is heavy and so it is at
other institutions. 1 have an uncon
firmed report that over 2,200 people
will lose their jobs at Michigan’s three
largest universities.
Some state
agencies will feel an even greater blow.
On Wednesday, November 26th, sev
eral college Presidents will meet with
Governor Milliken. If he adds any
thing to the message broadcast earlier
> this month 1 will let you know. I hope
the news is more encouraging, but I
would not count on it.
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As we deal with this difficult state
in which we find ourselves, we must
remember rhe students and their in
terests. The way we conduct ouw Ivk
in the .text few weeks will have an im
portant effect on bow they view us.
how they respect us.
Again, let me express my com
mitment to keep lines of communica
tion open. We can hare reasonable dis
course together as all of us make de
cisions for Grand Valley.
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